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By characterizing the cost of supplying quotes, as writing a put and a call option to an
information-motivated trader, it is shown that the bid-ask spread is a positive function â€¦
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The bid-ask spread, calculated as the difference between ask and bid prices divided by
the quoted midpoint, is our proxy for information asymmetry.
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Information Effects on the Bidâ€�Ask Spread
Abstract: An individual who chooses to serve as a market-maker is assumed to optimize
his position by setting a bid-ask spread which maximizes the difference between
expected revenues received from liquidity-motivated traders and expected losses to
information-motivated traders. By characterizing the cost of supplying quotes, as writing a
put and a call optiâ€¦ [more]
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Read "Information Effects on the Bidâ€�Ask Spread, The Journal of Finance" on
DeepDyve, the largest online rental service for scholarly research with thousands of
academic publications available at your fingertips.
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How does information affect bid-ask spreads? - Quora
https://www.quora.com/How-does-information-affect-bid-ask-spreads
Bid ask spread is described by researchers as a positive function of price level and
return variance ,a negative function of measures of market activity,depth and continuity.

Information Effects on the Bid-Ask Spread (1983) - â€¦
citeseer.ist.psu.edu/showciting?cid=1585188
Bid-ask spreads, on the other hand, widen at the time of the announcements, but then
revert to normal values after five to 15 minutes. The effects that we document have â€¦

The effect of information announcements on bid/ask â€¦
https://scholars.opb.msu.edu/en/publications/the-effect-of...
title = "The effect of information announcements on bid/ask spreads in the call options
market", abstract = "Abstract. This study investigates changes in the call option market
microstructure, as reflected in bid/ask spread changes, â€¦
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https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/bid-askspread.asp
A bid-ask spread is the amount by which the ask price exceeds the bid price for an asset
in the market. The bid-ask spread is essentially the difference between the highest â€¦

What are the determinants of a stock's bid-ask spread?
https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/06/bidaskspread.asp
The bid-ask spread can say a lot about a security and, therefore, you should be aware of
all the reasons that are contributing to the bid-ask spread of a security you are following.
Your investment strategy and the amount of risk that you are willing to take on may affect
what bid-ask spread you find acceptable.
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â€¦
https://budgeting.thenest.com/factors-determine-width-bid-ask...
Traders keep a close eye on bid-ask spreads in currency markets. Bid and ask prices are
the prices at which buyers and sellers are willing to trade. The bid-ask spread is the
difference between the lowest price at which you can buy something and the highest price
at which you can sell it.

What is a wide bid-ask spread? - Quora
https://www.quora.com/What-is-a-wide-bid-ask-spread
Bid rate is the price you sell a security and ask rate at which you buy. and their difference
is spread. Say EUR/USD is at 1.0991, and the Bid price where you sell a EUR is 1.09781
and the Ask rate at which you buy the EUR is 1.09891, so the difference between
1.09907(Bid)- 1.09928(Ask)= 0.00021 is the "SPREAD".
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